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how to clean up your laundry
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Start with a plan. The great news is, you're on the right

track and you will eliminate the overwhelm when you plan.

Decide what works for you and your schedule. Then make it

happen!
Eliminate sorting and wasted time by doing

each person's laundry separately. Have

individual baskets/hampers in each bedroom.
Reduce the amount of products you use.

Consider switching to Laundry Soap Powder to

lighten your load from the store.
Choose environmentally friendly products.

If it doesn't list the ingredients or there are

chemical fillers, don't bring them home.Ask for help. It will not damage your children forever if

they fold their own laundry. Set out expectations and lend a

helping hand to get them started. Soon, they will be 100%

independant (ok, maybe not 100%)! Let go of perfection! Not every towel and

pair of underwear are going to be folded the

Martha Stewart way. And that's ok!

Stop sorting by color. Most fabrics are dyed in

colors that will not fade or be washed out (with the

exception of that new pair of dark blue jeans.)

Make it enjoyable. Pour a glass of wine or hot cup

of tea. Turn on some tunes or your favourite show.

Better yet, pick up the phone and call your friend!

Either way, the tasks at hand will be completed

before you know it when your having fun.

Speed up drying time by adding 100% Wool

Dryer Balls to the load. You can add essential

oils to these to produce a pleasant aroma!
Minimize what you own, especially kids. Do a once-

a-year closet purge to keep belongings to a minimum.

This will help the amount that ends up in the wash.

Consider, does it actually need washing

at all? Get in the habit of re-wearing clothes

that are not dirty.

           Lastly, don't let the laundry pile

up. You may choose to wash everyday,

or just once a week. But NEVER, my

friend, let your baskets overflow!
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